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the highest Imaginative power.   All that he wrote in
Ireland and about Ireland, the pamphlets which servant-
girls In Dublin read with delight, belonged to English
literature:   and the great successors of Swift in the
line of Anglo-Irish writers wrote rather for England
than for Ireland.    Yet Sheridan's brilliant wit and the
supple ease of Goldsmith's prose were marked by the
country of their origin. A new phase was reached when
Thomas Moore began to write his "Irish Melodies."
His career marked a degree of fusion ; for he belonged
to the older race and the older creed, yet was educated
in Trinity with the Anglo-Irish:   and he met there
other young men who had already transferred their
allegiance wholly from England to Ireland.   What he
wrote first was Irish only by the turn of mind and
style:   Ms easy erotics, his versions from Anacreon,
had no specially Irish Inspiration.    But  he was  a
musician and the Irish melodies fed his Imagination :
he was Robert Emmet's friend, he had grown up in a
Dublin that mourned for Lord Edward FitzGerald :
and he at last began to put into English something of
what the Irish poets had been saying for two hundred
years.   He wrote in a sense for the English market,
as he had a practical design ; but by temperament he
wrote for Ireland, and the older race seized upon his
expression of their ideals with a passionate devotion.
Scarcely anyone has ever been so much a national
poet^ and the two races in Ireland were equally proud
of him.   There can be no doubt that his poetry,
combined with O'ConnelTs oratory, helped to quicken
the^ decay of Irish ;  for the Irish could now hear the
desire of their heart spoken and sung in English.
Distinctive Anglo-Irish literature and culture may
be said to begin with Moore : the culture that is not
Anglo-Irish but that expresses itself through the
English tongue begins with O'Conneli Moore was
accepted by both races because his inspiration was only
remotely political: he drew upon the picturesqueness,
the plangent melancholy, the twinkling laughter/

